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We thank the two reviewers for detailed and constructive reviews that improved
our manuscript. Our revisions are described point-by-point below.
Reviewer #1
The manuscript submitted by Larocca and Axford falls well within the scope of CP and
presents a clear, well-organized and illustrated synthesis of a very specific proxy for
Holocene climate change in the Arctic: lake-based reconstructions that document the
growth and decay of adjacent glaciers and ice caps (GICs). In my opinion, the novelty and
originality of this study is reflected in its consideration of only this particular proxy, from
many different regions of the circumpolar Arctic. Although I found myself wishing for more
background information and complementary studies that could add weight to some of the
interpretations presented, and for the addition of records from regions where existing
studies were rejected due to weak dating control, for example, I think that because this
manuscript covers such a large region (the circumpolar Arctic), sticking to precisely
defined criteria is critical. The conclusions of the study are timely and pack some punch,
as they clearly indicate that the modest warming of the early Holocene (well below that
which is forecasted for Arctic regions in the future) was enough to cause widespread
partial or full retreat of GICs; with ongoing climate warming, amplified in Arctic regions,
many to most Arctic GICs will clearly continue retreating until they disappear entirely. The
conclusions of this study are also in general agreement with other studies of Arctic
Holocene climate change.
In general, I would like to see a more detailed description of the criteria used to accept or
reject studies of Holocene GIC variability in the Arctic, and (somewhat) improved
consistency with respect to including/excluding different studies (compare the sections on
the Canadian Arctic to the Russian Arctic, for example).
Thank you! We agree that there are many non-lake-based studies that provide
complementary information on glacier status that could have been discussed.
However, the manuscript is already quite lengthy, and we think that focusing on
lake-based glacier reconstructions brings a unique perspective in that they
provide continuous records of glacier fluctuations through the Holocene and
insights into regional climates that allow for (1) the evaluation of questions such

as, when were glaciers smaller than present, and when were summers warmer?
And (2) their present status to be placed within a long-term context. This is the
first geographically broad synthesis to solely focus on lake-based glacier
reconstructions. There have been many additional lake-based records published
since the last global review of Holocene glacier fluctuations in 2015 (i.e.,
Solomina et al., 2015).
We accept all published lake-based Holocene records of glacier fluctuations that
clearly define mountain glacier or ice cap status (i.e., specifically if/when they
were smaller than present or absent and/or when they regrew in lake
catchments) and with sufficient age control to define their status in time. In
general, we also make an effort to mention and briefly describe any lake-based
Holocene glacier records that we do not include in their respective regional
sections so that the additional and valuable information provided is not fully
excluded.
We revised 131: We excluded ambiguous records (that do not clearly define
when GICs were smaller than present or absent, or when they regrew) and
records with poor age control and included one non–lake–based study from the
Russian Arctic (due to the dearth of published glacial lake records there).
Regarding improving the consistency between regions with respect to
including/excluding different studies, please see our response to the comment
on Page 3, line 87.
Figure 2 is excellent and very clearly explains glacier-lake systems and the stratigraphic
records that reflect GIC proximity and how they can differ depending on topography of the
lake catchment and size and position of the glacier or ice cap. More reference to these
three simplified systems throughout the 'Regional compilations of Holocene GIC records'
section would help the reader follow along through this heavy, repetitive section of the
manuscript (which must necessarily be repetitive - I do not mean this as a criticism).
Thank you, we agree. We added a symbol to each record in Figures 3-9 (to the
right of the site # in panel A) that corresponds to the glacier-lake systems
defined in Figure 2.
I do not agree with the title and references in the manuscript that this is a pan-Arctic
synthesis, although I do not have an alternative suggestion, unfortunately. The prefix
'pan' means all or involving all members of a group, and there are enormous regions from
which no data are included (Canada, Russia), due presumeably to a lack of GICs during
the Holocene and/or a lack of studies that fit the criteria of the study (or studies published
in english). I will note that an exception was made for Russia due to there being only two
lake-based records of GIC fluctuations during the Holocene, but the same exception was
not made for the Canadian Arctic, although there were only 5 such studies from a very
small corner of the eastern Canadian Arctic Archipelago. There are some, possibly many,
studies, which, although might do not fit the criteria perfectly, could possibly have been
included to partly fill in this large spatial gap, even just for background context. A quick
search and skim resulted in several articles with potential, for example, Holocene
fluctuations of Leffert Glacier and nearby outlet glaciers, Ellesmere Island, Nunavut,
Canada by W. Blake in Polar Record (2011) and Diatom-based Holocene
paleoenvironmental records from continental sites on northeastern Ellesmere Island, high
Arctic, Canada by R. Smith in the Journal of Paleolimnology (2002). There are other lake
and non-lake-based studies that only cover the late Holocene, for example, but might help
to partly fill this spatial gap. If I were to read through these articles more closely, I accept
the possibility that they may not fit the criteria, and adding them could also put you in
danger of broadening the scope of your study; however, it is somewhat confusing that you

made the exception for Russia by including the non-lake based Lubinsky et al. (1999)
article. I am not suggesting that you remove this as it does clearly add to this section, but
I wonder if there are missed opportunities to fill in the other blank areas on your
circumpolar map? With respect to the Arctic Canada section, I will also mention that five
lake records from east-central Baffin Island only represents a tiny part of Arctic Canada
(the name of the region is thus misleading) - the term used in line 15 to describe this area
as the "archipelagos of the eastern Canadian Arctic" is also incorrect. The title of section
3.2 'Arctic Canada (Baffin Island, northeast Canada)' is much better and more accurate.
We acknowledge that there are large spatial gaps in the lake-based data
coverage. However, these gaps do point the community to areas where we are in
need of more Holocene lake-based glacier records. To partly address this, we
removed the word pan-Arctic from the manuscript and title. We changed the
manuscript title to: Arctic glaciers and ice caps through the Holocene: A
circumpolar synthesis of lake–based reconstructions. We think this title better
characterizes our study and does not imply that all Arctic regions are covered
fully or equally by the available lake-based data. We also acknowledge the
uneven coverage by adding the following line to section 2 Data and approach,
Line 138: “We note that roughly two–thirds of the available lake–based records
are from Greenland and Scandinavia, while other regions (especially
geographically large regions, e.g., the Canadian Arctic and Alaska) have less
coverage.” Finally, we highlighted regions with no lake-based data in Figure 1.
We hope this will help point our community to the need for future syntheses of
other types of paleoglacier data, and/or future work, in these areas.
Although there are non-lake-based studies that would add to the information
presented in our manuscript, we choose to stick with our strict criteria and to
only include lake-based glacier studies. We think that adding non-lake-based
studies to the Arctic Canada section would too far broaden the scope of our
study, as if included for Arctic Canada, we would want to include similar
information for other sparsely covered regions (e.g., Alaska) and that vastly
expands and alters the scope of our paper. We refer readers instead to existing
reviews that incorporate moraine and other evidence, e.g., by Solomina et al.
(2015) and Briner et al. (2016).
We revised line 15: Our compilation includes sixty–six lake–based GIC records
(plus one non–lake–based record from the Russian Arctic) from seven Arctic
regions: Alaska; Baffin Island, northeast Canada; GICs peripheral to the
Greenland Ice Sheet; Iceland; the Scandinavian peninsula; Svalbard; and the
Russian high Arctic.
The structure of the manuscript is well organized and reads nicely. There are some
consistent errors, such as not capitalizing the L in lake when it comes to proper nouns
(Igloo Door Lake, not Igloo Door lake, for example) - these and other minor typos, etc.,
are listed by line below.
Thank you. We capitalized the L in lake in lake names/proper nouns throughout.
Page 1, line 72: homogenously does not work here. Suggest concomitantly instead.
We revised line 72: “Likewise, the onset and rate of summer cooling in the Arctic
in the middle–to–late Holocene did not occur concomitantly.”
Page 3, line 87: referring to comments above - there is also an apparent dearth of records
from the Canadian Arctic (2 lakes for Russia vs. 5 for Canada). Also on this line, see
comment above regarding the prefix 'pan'.

We agree that the Canadian Arctic is a geographically large area and is also very
poorly covered. We hope that this compilation highlights areas in need of
additional lake-based Holocene glacier reconstructions. We only add an
additional record to the most poorly covered region, the Russian Arctic. The
additional record from the Russian Arctic is especially useful because it combines
information from 16 glacier margins in Franz Josef Land, and thus provides the
most comprehensive review of Holocene glacier and ice cap fluctuations from the
region as a whole.
Page 3, line 89: 'the archipelagos of the eastern Canadian Arctic' is not an appropriate
description for east-central Baffin Island.
We replaced 'the archipelagos of the eastern Canadian Arctic' with ‘Baffin Island,
Canada’
Page 5, line 125: suggest 'to respond' rather than responders
We revised line 125: Second, although relatively quick to respond, it takes some
time for GICs to adjust and reach equilibrium or to melt away completely
following a shift in climate.
Page 5, line 135: Suggest that 'All available records' should be 'All available lake records
accepted according to our criteria' or something similar.
We revised line 135: We also note that in Canada, all lake-based records
appropriate for our synthesis are located within the region defined as Arctic
Canada South in the RGI.
Page 9, line 261: It might be worth mentioning that both the Penny and Barnes ice caps
are remnants of the LIS.
We revised line 261: The island currently hosts the Barnes Ice Cap in central
Baffin Island, and Penny Ice Cap, located ~300 km south (both remnants of the
Laurentide Ice Sheet), as well as numerous small mountain GICs located along
the eastern mountains.
Page 9, pages 264-278 and throughout the manuscript: the 'L' in lake should be
capitalized if it is part of a proper noun, unless listed with others, e.g. Yougloo and Igloo
Dorr lakes (correct); Igloo Door lake (incorrect). Same for glacier names.
We corrected capitalization in lake and glacier/ice cap names throughout.
Page 10, line 287: fine for consistent language, but I prefer '4 out of 5 of the lake-based
records' over '80% of the lake-based records' with such a small number of records here.
We say “at least 80%” because between 10.2-10 ka 2 out of 2 (or 100%) of the
records suggest GICs were smaller or absent, while between ~5.9–5.7 ka, 4 out
of 5 (or 80%) suggest GICs were smaller or absent.
We revised line 287: At least 80% of the lake–based records from Arctic Canada
indicate that GICs were smaller than present or absent between ~10.2–10 ka
and ~5.9–5.7 ka, and at least 60% were smaller than present or absent between
~10.2–9.5 ka and between ~8.6–2 ka (though we note that there are few
records available from the region, covering a very small geographic area).
Page 11, lines 307-308: '...is highly influenced by various ocean and atmospheric

processes, sea ice extent...' is vague and applies to all or almost all of the Arctic regions.
We deleted: ‘and is highly influenced by various ocean and atmospheric
processes, sea ice extent, and the presence of the GrIS’
Page 12, line 319: 'Persistent glacial input...' is a bit vague. Suggest something more
specific. I will also suggest not changing up these terms to describe glacially derived,
minerogenic sediment vs. organic-rich sediment too much throughout the manuscript as it
is a bit of a distraction.
We revised line 319: Minerogenic sediment input into the lake, implying glacier
presence, occurred from ~3.1 ka to present.
Page 12, line 333: Can you include some context regarding the radiocarbon dated
reindeer antlers and 'dead plants'?
We revised line 333: Radiocarbon dating of plants and reindeer antlers adjacent
to the glacier place bounds on when the site was ice–free or overrun by ice (for
study details see Knudsen et al., 2008) and furthermore indicate that the glacier
began to expand sometime between ∼1.4 and 0.7 ka, when Mittivakkat Glacier
advanced towards its maximum LIA extent.
Page 14, line 398: suggest mineral-rich strata rather than mineral-rich units.
We revised line 398: …, except for mineral–rich strata between ~8.8–8 ka and
around ~5.7 ka, that may represent brief glacier advances.
Page 20, line 533: Do not understand what you mean by 'several detrital parameters...'
We revised line 533: An exception occurred at ~8.2 ka when minerogenic input
abruptly increased, possibly reflecting a reforming glacier.
Page 21, line 575: '...and subsequently has existed continuously...' Awkward description.
We revised line 575: The glacier melted away ~7.3 ka, then reappeared ~6.15 ka
and has existed continuously since.
Page 22, line 605: What do you mean by Physical sediment variability?
We revised line 605: A multi-proxy analysis of sediment from a set of glacier–fed
lakes show that the ice cap of northern Folgefonna was present between
~11–9.6 ka.
Page 22, line 624: Should be percentage, not percent.
We revised line 624: There are no clear clusters in the timing of GIC regrowth in
the middle–to–late Holocene, however, the percentage of GICs smaller or absent
starts to decline roughly after ~6 ka, and especially after ~4 ka.
Page 25, line 667: no apostrophe needed in 'lakes'.
Revised line 667: The two lakes which host the highest elevation GICs within
their watersheds today …
Page 25, line 669: northernmost is one word

Revised line 669: The northernmost record …
Page 28, line 724: 'The 192...' should be 'the 192...'
Revised line 724: The most prominent archipelagos include: the 192 islands of
Franz Josef Land …
Page 28, line 733: It may be that there is a lot known about the Holocene history of GICs
in the Russian Arctic, but it has simply not been published in english-language journals?
That is a good point and one that we are not certain about.
We revised line 733: “The Holocene history of GICs in the Russian Arctic is
sparsely documented, and we could find only two lake-based records of GIC
fluctuations in the English-language literature.”
Page 32, line 830: 'other forcings is a bit vague'. Possible to be more specific here?
Kaufman et al., 2004 provides a nice review of these other forcings and feedback
mechanisms.
We revised line 830: This marked variability speaks to the complexity of the
Arctic climate system’s response to insolation, local modulating factors such as
ice sheet and ocean influences, and feedback mechanisms (see Kaufman et al.,
2004).
Page 34, line 909: I am not familiar with McKay et al (2018) and some other readers
might also not be, so I suggest including a little more description of this study to make
your point here.
We revised line 909: Similarly, in a review of global Holocene and late
Pleistocene alpine glacier fluctuations, Davis et al. (2009) find that glaciers
reformed and/or advanced beginning as early as 6.5 ka in some areas. Likewise,
using proxy data and climate model simulations, McKay et al. (2018) examine
the spatiotemporal patterns, onset, and rate of Neoglacial cooling in the Arctic,
and consistent with our inferences, find earliest onset of cooling in
Fennoscandia.
Page 35, line 966: Patterns is missing its n.
Revised line 966: Although Arctic–wide patterns emerge, …
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